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I. Is the horn really more difficult to play than other brass instruments?



Partials are closer together (overtone series)
They can’t play in unison with the rest of the beginning band.

II. To start or not to start on horn



Know your beginning horn player’s desire, musical ability level and musical ear.
Know your instrument inventory.

III. Switching to horn from another instrument



“Well-taught”, motivated brass players have no problem switching to horn.
Flute players

IV. Playing position





Straight torso, neck and head
Use right leg and right foot to bring horn to the player.
Rubber shelf paper makes a great “stabilizer”.
Centered embouchure

V. Right hand position




Must not just hold the instrument!
Cup right hand like drinking water from a stream or forming clay on a potter’s wheel.
Right hand goes into bell across from body-far enough in to shape sound but not so far as to
muffle it.

VI. Instrument selection





My recommendation for a beginning horn: Conn 6D with a Holton-Farkas MDC mouthpiece
(double horn!)
My recommendation for an intermediate horn: Holton-Farkas 179/180 with an MDC
mouthpiece
Conn 7BW mouthpiece? Holton-Farkas MC mouthpiece?
The former “gold standard”-Conn 8D

VII. How to find those partials




A combination of hearing and feeling the pitches
Doing slurs and exercises around “home base” can form the foundation of a strategy to find all
other pitches until confidence is gained. (See example #1)
Scales (see example #2)
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